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Our Products for Industry, Communities and Agriculture
Water and Waste Water Treatment
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LIPP Liquid Containers
from 10,000 to 2,600,000 gal

LIPP offers professional solutions for
plant- and container construction,
for the storage and treatment of
liquids as well as flexibility regarding
the size, the choice of material and
the equipment. LIPP is specialized
according to § 19 WHG (Water
Resources Act) and pays particular
attention to the long service life of
their products, professional execution and a solid construction to the
last detail.
Container Refurbishment and
Volume Expansion
On-site assembly of containers in all
sizes is possible with the help of a
mobile crane, which lowers the container on or in a steel or concrete
basin, preventing elaborate and
cost-intensive reconstruction work.

Biogas-Technology
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Roofs and covers
for example
Inside view of LIPP tank
stainless steel VERINOX
with stainless steel membrane cover

Single-skin roof up to 2,600,000 gallon tanks
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Double diaphragm roof up to 2,600,000 gallon tanks

LIPP stainless steel membrane cover up
to 1,300,000 gallon tanks

Storage Tank
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LIPP Large Silos

2,600,000 gal and bigger

Pumps and mixers

They are impermeable and protect
the bulk material against humidity.
Their smooth inner wall is an advantage from which specific storage
media benefits, for example grain,
wood chippings, soybeans and
cement.

Platforms and ladders
LIPP segment roof
Container heating
Container insulation
Sensors
Color
LIPP Tanks are painted on-site during the tank
installation. The client can choose any color
from the whole variety of the External Colors.

